ABSTRACT Modern data analytic systems benefit from the fusion of streaming data and linked data distributed on the Web. Accessing the linked data at query time is prohibited as usual due to its expensive cost. To reduce the high cost, most of the database systems have used a materialized view (a view) that stores local copies of the data. However, views by conventional maintenance policies such as immediate, deferred, and periodic fail to achieve high accuracy of answers to queries on data streams and linked data. To cope with the limitations, we propose a maintenance policy that releases expensive jobs of copying the latest version of linked data into views at the idle time. In other words, we pre-fetch a portion of linked data in advance according to their update pattern and query evaluation semantics. Our multiple maintenance policies that take into account changes of linked data alleviate the degradation of performance at run-time. Using real-world datasets we report that the proposed method has a significant improvement in terms of the response time, compared to the state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Web of Data [1] enables the development of a global data environment where data providers such as individuals, companies, and governments publish their rich knowledge like linked data 1 constantly. Modern stream analytic applications [2] , [3] focus on enriching such rich knowledge over streaming data like sensor observation information. For better decision-making, they require a sophisticated solution for the fusion of streaming data and linked data, as follows:
• Smart Traffic Diagnosis (STD) [4] application monitors a real-time traffic situation by integrating data streams of vehicle activities (e.g., GPS) with relevant linked data such as roadwork maintenances and social events.
• Advanced Social Network Analysis (ASNA) [5] application collects streaming data of user activities (e.g., website visit history) and infers user' behaviors by combining them with user social networks.
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1 Linked Data, W3C, https://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/data As a conceptual framework for such fusion, RDF Stream Processing (RSP) 2 has rapidly increased over a decade year. Fundamentally, RSP is based on RDF. 3 and SPARQL 4 but extends them to express a temporal dimension of RDF data and produce a stream of answers. More specifically, existing RSP engines such as CQELS [6] , C-SPARQL [12] , SPARQL STREAM [7] , and EP-SPARQL [8] , provide their data stream model where RDF data contain a temporal information such as a timestamp and time interval. In addition, they support operations to handle their data with temporal information and enables a continuous evaluation where query executions happen at multiple time points.
Access to datasets in remote sources at query time is prohibited due to very expensive costs, ie., >300milliseconds [9] . Typical database management systems reduce the high cost by leveraging a materialized view (as view) that caches copies of remote data. However, linked data are highly-dynamic nature, in that sources operate independently and autonomously. Moreover, many query languages in RSP engines are built on SPAQRL so they naturally inherit the federated extension. 5 that allows querying linked data in remote sources.
As linked datasets undergo changes over time, some of the data stored in views become outdated (as stale). To update stale views efficiently, we use a maintenance policy that creates a series of jobs for updating corresponding views. Each job refreshes stale views but has can impact on a slow response. Most data analytic systems [10] support several kinds of conventional maintenance policies such as immediate (a updating job is performed whenever new data arrives), deferred (some updating jobs are postponed at current query evaluation) [11] , and periodic maintenance (a updating job is performed on a regular basis). However, updating jobs created by conventional policies fail to guarantee a fast response time. The reason is that linked data are not only highly-dynamic but also data stream are generated at high rate of frequency. In spite of the fact that the research field of database view management [12] is not new, there must be important needs to efficiently optimize views over data streams and linked data.
There are few works of maintaining views over data streams and linked data. In studies of [13] , [14] , their maintenance policies cut off some of updating jobs depending on constrained costs. Their jobs of accessing linked data are delayed until costs for their execution are available. However, the policies fail to release jobs of accessing linked data when a hard constraint on latency is given. The failure results from a fixed execution order of the jobs. Especially, the next evaluation could have to await until the last job of the previous evaluation has been completed. Therefore, the existing policies may provide a slow response.
To solve this problem, our contributions are as follows.
• We propose a proactive policy that assigns maintenance jobs at an idle time ahead of a query evaluation when it catches the recent update of remote linked data.
• Next, we present prerequisites to effectively achieve the desired performance.
• We present multiple sub-polices to flexibly improve a quality of views such as latency and accuracy.
• Last, we evaluate the performance of the proposed methods, compared to the-state-of-the-art ones. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a research problem and basic definitions in our academic area. Next, we introduce the system model, the proposed method, and the system architecture in Section 3. In Section 4, the proposed methods are described and their algorithms are represented in detail. Section 5 presents the experimental evaluation where a set of exhaustive evaluations are conducted with the state-of-the-art methods. In Section 6, we discuss related work, followed by the further discussion at Section 7. Finally, we give the conclusion and the future direction in Section 8.
II. BACKGROUND A. THEORETICAL FOUNDATION
Linked data and data streams are major data models we will deal with in this paper. The former is static or change slowly with an insertion/deletion/modification on a regular or irregular basis. On the other hand, since data stream sources are closely connected to their system as in Data Stream Management System(DSMS) that gets a notification about the arrival of new data immediately. In addition, data streams are generated with small size and high frequency using a relational data model with an append-only (e.g., tuples of 1-10 kilobytes per minute).
There are the difference of both data above in terms of data representation among features of the data. To integrate linked data and data stream at semantic level, data stream must be enriched semantically as RDF streams.
RDF stream is a potentially unbounded sequence of data elements with timestamps, and is denoted by S as:
where all i > 0, (d i , t i ) are data elements and t is a time instant (t i < t i+1 ). The timestamped RDF statements consist of (d, t), where d is an RDF statement that is the form of a triple (subj, pred, obj) ∈ IB × I × IBL. We use the letters I , B, L, V for indicating the sets of Internationalized Resource Identifier(IRI)s, blank nodes, RDF literals, and variables respectively. We define the set of RDF terms as (I ∪ B ∪ L).
Linked data indicate a portion of RDF datasets that are a set of RDF statements as an RDF graph. The RDF dataset is stored locally in storage and exposed remotely through a SPARQL endpoint. In this paper, we focus on dynamic RDF datasets, denoted by D, that get updated continuously or constantly. We assume a sequence T = (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t i ) of consecutive time instants at which the dataset undergoes update events that constitute different versions of, ie.,
SPARQL and Triple patterns: First of all, SPARQL has a feature of one-time queries that run once and produce complete answers when a result has been returned. Thus, we utilize an RSP query languages that support SPARQL as well as continuous queries which run at each point in time and produce continuous answers until they are unregistered. Similar to SPARQL, an RSP query language matches an RDF subgraph from D(or S) with a triple pattern (ss, pp, op)
One or more triple patterns are also called a basic graph pattern (BGP). Given an RSP query involving S and D, a query solution can be a set of solution mappings. A (solution) mapping µ is a partial function µ: V → I ∪ B ∪ L that maps a set of variables to a set of RDF terms.
Query language: RSP query language allows a query author to describe a window operator that extracts some RDF VOLUME 7, 2019 statements from S. In this paper, we focus on a time-based sliding window [15] in the form of WINDOW S bgp W(ω β), where S denotes an RDF stream, bgp denotes BGP, W(ω β) denotes a time-based sliding window. Each window instance W i of W must contain both a width ω and slide β. The former indicates a time period between opening and closing time instants as [o i , c i ). The latter indicates a gap between the opening time instants of consecutive windows, i.e., o i+1 − o i . We define W as a bag of mappings extracted by a window operator; each is denoted as µ W . For simplicity, all queries in this paper are expressed using RSP query language.
In addition, the query language supports a federated extension of SPARQL. This extension enables a user to invoke a portion of a query against a remote endpoint using a service operator. The service operator is in the form of SERVICE host bgp; host denotes a host of a remote endpoint, and bgp denotes BGP. So, when a query with SERVICE clause is evaluated, a query processor delivers bgp to host and waits for the response. We define R as a bag of mappings returned from a remote endpoint; each is denoted as µ R .
For this bag of mappings of W and R , we can apply various operations such as join, union, etc. to them in order to generate either intermediate or final results. Let 1 and 2 be a bag of mappings. We define a join operation ( ) for 1 and 2 as follows:
View is a pre-computed (as materialized) result of a query, as it denoted by V . The materialized result is stored somewhere to provide the response instantly. Here, we assume that a view answers a query instantly by returning the materialized result. Due to that highly dynamic nature of the Web of Data, it is impossible to perfectly synchronize between D and its copies in the view; the materialized result in view may be stale (out-of-date). In other words, we define a missing updates that count as the number of updates missing from the checkpoint of V at time instant t. We determine that V is stale if the missing updates > 0 at t, otherwise it is called fresh (up-to-date).
Maintenance process: A maintenance process P consists of a sequence of jobs that update the fresh status of a view. To assign jobs effectively, a maintenance policy determines when and in what order to release the maintenance jobs, and we denoted it as ρ.
Formally, let q be a query, V q be a view corresponding to q, ρ be a maintenance policy, be properties taken by ρ, i be i-th query evaluation. We define a maintenance process P i for i-th query evaluation as follows:
where a function seq() indicates a sequence of maintenance jobs J i,k where each job must run at k-th in the i-th query evaluation(k ∈ N).
B. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
Data management using views have been adopted to improve the re-activeness and availability of the answer. The stream analytic systems support existing maintenance policies such as immediate, deferred, and periodic. However, most policies in such systems focus on optimizing the execution of maintenance tasks after a query evaluation. Nevertheless, the execution time of the optimized maintenance task is still slow. The reason is because of the inclusion of expensive jobs such as access to linked data. Service Level Agreement(SLA) is a contract between service provider and customer. In SLA, the service provider acquires the profit when the service is provided at a certain level. On the other hand, the penalty must be paid if the agreed-upon performance is not satisfied. There exist different metrics of SLA such as a query response time, throughput, accuracy, resource utilization, among others. In this paper, we concentrate on the answer latency that is the time elapsed from the query evaluation to the output of the answer. This metric is also connected directly with the profit of the service provider in the stream analytic system.
To aid understanding for our readers, we present an example query that is used throughout this paper, as follows:
The example query describes a query with SERVICE clause. Specifically, the WINDOW and SERVICE clause define the windows and service operators, respectively. The executions of both the windows and service operations also generate W and R as intermediate results, respectively. The join( ) between W and R produces the answer.
Let us consider a maintenance process corresponding to the example query depending on the existing maintenance policies. The immediate policy releases all jobs whenever a query is evaluated. Since the execution of the service operator must be executed for each evaluation, this policy results in limitations on the improvement of the latency. On the other hand, the deferred policy postpones the execution of the service operator. Thus, the latency is reduced but the accuracy can be deteriorated.
However, the existing policies struggle with the poverty of resources to optimize a maintenance process, including the expensive jobs. They focus on limited resources after a query evaluation while there are resources available ahead of the query evaluation. Therefore, they always exclude the expensive jobs from the maintenance process if a tight constraint value of SLA metrics (especially with respect to the latency of the answer) is given, e.g., 300 milliseconds(ms) or less. an RDF stream and reflects them to the view. The J W applies the window operator to the stream instance z, and matches bgp1 to a portion of data extracted by the window operator. The matched results W are reflected to the view. Therefore, we define V W as a view which stores W . The second job (2) in the figure, written as J R ) invokes the query service in the remote endpoint and reflects the returned result to the view. The J R delivers a subquery including bgp2 to the endpoint c and waits for a response. Then, the execution of J R generates the returned results R to the view when they arrive. So, we define V R as a view which stores R . The third job (3) in the figure, written as J O ) re-evaluates a view definition such as join( ). The J O re-computes the join between V W and V R , and produces the answer as the result of the join. Thus, the J O also refreshes the answer in the view for each evaluation.
The execution order of maintenance jobs follows the order of a query plan as usual. The query plan constitutes an ordered set of stages for accessing data with the efficient cost. The study of [16] dealing with evaluation strategies for a query pattern is in the form of BGP 1 SERVICE c BGP 2 , but their strategies are also applicable to it in the form of WINDOW S BGP 1 W( , β) (SERVICE c BGP 1 ). In this paper, we explain representative join strategies for the query pattern: Nested loop join (NEST) and Symmetrical hash join (SYMM). The former first evaluates BGP 1 , binds the obtained mappings to variables of BGP 2 and then executes the service at the remote endpoint c. The latter evaluates both BGP 1 and BGP 2 separately. If a parallelization is supported, this strategy achieves high efficiency.
The NEST strategy complies strictly with the order of maintenance jobs, while SYMM rearranges the order of the jobs freely. Specifically, in NEST, J R waits until J W is completed. If it takes a long time to perform the J S , the answer latency is increased due to the start of J R being delayed. On the other hand, in SYMM, J R and J W are released separately from each other. The total execution time of the maintenance task by SYMM may be higher than the total execution time by NEST. The reason is that the result size by a bounded J R with the V S is significantly smaller than the result size by a pure J R . Moreover, the difference between both sizes represents the amount of data that is not used and discarded.
For that reason, most of the intelligent stream-based systems stick to a fixed execution order of J W → J R → J O by NEST in a maintenance process.
Let us consider the case where an RDF stream and a remote dataset are independent of each other, and there is no significant difference between the execution time of the bound J R and pure J R . The independent relationship means that the arrival of new stream data from the RDF Stream does not affect the change to the remote dataset (and vice versa). Even if J W and J R are released regardless of their execution order under their independent relationship, there may happen to be a situation where there is little difference between them in the total execution time. In such a situation, we envisage a maintenance policy that schedules J R at a certain time point ahead of a query evaluation. We also contemplate the release of J R depending on a change of remote source updates in order to maintain a fresh view.
III. FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW
In this section, we describe a system model and introduce performance metrics. We then explain prerequisites for efficient view maintenance and present the proposed system architecture.
A. SYSTEM MODEL
We present a system model for maintenance jobs in detail. The job J i,k has five attributes < (W |R|O), r, e >, where the first attribute indicates its type and it can be one value among W , R, and O; r indicates the release time of the maintenance job; and e indicates an estimated execution time of the job (approximately) measured by a system. For example, J W , J R , and J O correspond to (1), (2) , and (3) in Figure 1 , respectively. In the case of W , the procedure of J W describes when to apply the window operator.
We write a complete description of the maintenance job as J
. Instead of the complete description, we use simple expressions as follows. We write the job with a specific type as J (W |R|O) , the job to be executed at k-th in the i-th evaluation as J i,k , and the job with information about both its type and its execution as J
The is a set of independent properties taken by a maintenance policy for effective scheduling of maintenance tasks. Each independent property can be historical information or a function with parameters and return values. As instances of , we use the times for evaluating a query, the expected update events of a remote source, and the estimated execution times of maintenance jobs. We denote them as Q , U , and E respectively. More specifically, first, Q expresses a set of times of query evaluations with a function τ i that returns a time instant at which the query evaluation occurs. Second, U expresses a set of expected update events of D. The occurrence of an update event is denoted as u, and the j-th update event is denoted as u j . Suppose that the source undergoes each update at random time 0 = u1 < u2 < . . ., then we define U = max{j : u j < t} to be a stochastic process that computes the number of updates (as being denoted as λ ) in [0, t] . Every u is treated as instantaneous and occurs without processing delays. Third, E expresses a set of the estimated execution times of maintenance jobs. A function exec() returns the job execution time that is estimated approximately by a system. The function also computes the total execution time of a sequence of maintenance jobs, e.g.,
). In addition, exec(J R ) contains a service execution time (h, BGP) that is a time interval between the request on a query service at the remote endpoint h and the response to matched results using the BGP.
B. PERFORMANCE METRICS.
We introduce a pending state of maintenance jobs that occurs in the soft real-time system. And we represent the latency and the freshness of the answer as performance metrics.
A pending state is a state in which the execution of a maintenance job scheduled waits for the other job being executed. Generally, the former job can be J W and the latter one can be either J R or J O .
A answer latency(as latency) is defined as the timespan of how long it takes from the start of the query evaluation to the output of the answer. Here, the occurrence of the pending state can increase the latency.
C. PREREQUISITES FOR VIEW MAINTENANCE
Our goal is to create an effective maintenance task for a join view on S and S. There are three prerequisites: an independent relationships between datasets, the reverse execution order, and the low degree of resource utilization.
1) INDEPENDENT RELATIONSHIP
We define the independent relationships between S and D as follows: data manipulation (including an insertion, a deletion, and a modification) of D does not incur cascading updates of S, and vice versa.
2) ORDER REVERSAL
Let J W , J R , and J O be the different maintenance jobs according to its types, E be the estimated execution times of the jobs, and α be a constant. Suppose that S and D are under the independent relationship from each other. We compute the difference in total execution time according to the execution order of maintenance jobs, as follows.
where exec() indicates a function that returns the total execution time of a maintenance jobs, and seq SYMM and seq NEST indicates sequences of the jobs with a particular order determined by NEST and SYMM strategies, respectively. Here, we can reverse the execution order of J W and J R when the difference in total execution time is less than α .
3) LOW DEGREE OF RESOURCES UTILIZATION
Resources utilization UT Q is defined as a degree of computing resources that are occupied by the execution of maintenance jobs. We formally define UT Q as the follows:
where P i indicates a maintenance process for i-th query evaluation, a function cost() that returns the total execution of a maintenance process, i indicates the number of query evaluations, and β is the slide value of the window operator.
We then ascertain that a task scheduler has a low degree of resource utilization when UT Q is smaller than a user-defined threshold value. Hence, we establish that the resource utilization has a high degree when UT Q is greater than or equal to the threshold value. When UT Q has a value of 1, there is a complete usage of resources. Then, when UT Q is greater than a value of 1, it means that the task scheduler does not perform maintenance tasks with current resources. Figure 2 shows the proposed system architecture. The maintenance manager as a core component and its work-flow is as follows. When a query from a client is registered to the system, the maintenance manager creates a view corresponding to the query and checks whether each prerequisite is satisfied or not. For example, if the query contains SERVICE clause and the prerequisites are satisfied, the maintenance manager selects an appropriate maintenance policy. The manager creates a maintenance process when an adequate policy is chosen. The maintenance process created releases to a job scheduler that executes its jobs of J W , J R , and J O . For example, J W (or J R ) are executed to obtain new streaming data (or remote dataset) from the relevant RDF stream (or remote dataset) and store the obtained results in the view. Hence, J O re-evaluates a join operation to the view. Notably, the manager grants an access to the answer in the view to a client after finishing J O .
D. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

IV. SCHEDULING UPDATES OF LINKED DATA
This section presents a proactive policy and its sub-policies. Then, we describe algorithms and compare the proactive policy with existing policies in detail.
A. PROACTIVE POLICY
Given that q is a query, V q is a view corresponding to q, Q is the times of query evaluations, U is the expected updates events, and E is the estimated execution times of jobs. A maintenance process by ρ pr is defined as follows: Here, the J R i,k must not be executed at the evaluation if there is no recent update. ρ proactive identifies the only recent update from the expected updates. The identified update is expected to have a significant impact on improving the accuracy of the relevant evaluation. The other updates that are not identified can affect the accuracy.
B. SELECTION OF MAINTENANCE POLICY
The sub-policy enables to alleviate the performance degradation incurred by the gap between predicted and actual updates. Specifically, the accuracy of the answer can be decreased when many missing updates happen. Similarly, the sub-policy is capable of reducing the latency when J R is finished later than expected. For these, we serve three sub-policies: update-aware, maintenanceaware, and update/maintenance-coordinated sub-policies. A system administrator can select one of them according to causes of the performance degradation.
Before explaining the sub-policies in detail, we declare some variables as the follows. Let V q be a view corresponding to a query q, P i be i-th maintenance process for V q , and sel = { Q , E , and U } be the set of properties selected. First, the update-aware sub-policy has a positive impact on the system when there is high accuracy of update prediction and a wide distribution of the service execution times. In this policy, J R is released at the latest update event before a query evaluation.
Formally, the maintenance job J R of P i by the update-aware sub-policy ρ PR−Upt is defined as follows:
indicates the complete description of J R in which l = 1 means the job to be executed first, τ i indicates a time instant at which i-th query evaluation occurs, e indicates the execution time of J R except the service execution time (as being denoted as (h, BGP)). A lastUpd(τ i ) function returns the latest update that occurs before τ i .
Second, the maintenance-aware sub-policy releases J R at the time at which the job is completed, just ahead of a query evaluation. This sub-policy can be useful when there is a dense distribution of the service execution time and inaccurate prediction of the updates.
As a formal description for the maintenance-aware subpolicy ρ PR−Mat , we define the maintenance job J R of P i by ρ PR−Mat as follows: BGP) )}, where these parameters are the same as those of ρ PR−Upt but an attribute r is computed as τ˘i − e.
Third, the update/maintenance-coordinated sub-policy ρ PR−Coord is a balanced policy of both sub-polices. We assign weight values to both sub-polices adequately. So ρ PR−Coord can gain the benefit of the performance when there is the gap between predicted and actual information in both service execution time and update prediction.
We define the maintenance job J R of P i generated by ρ PR−Coord as follows:
where these parameters are the same as those of ρ PR−Upt but an attribute r has a release time balanced between the expected update and the job execution time.
Let us discuss the purpose of the sub-policies in detail. ρ PR−Upt maximizes the freshness obtained by catching the latest update that is expected. On the other hand, ρ PR−Mat minimizes the latency reduced by avoiding the pending states as far as possible. ρ PR−Coord balances between the latency and the freshness.
More specifically, the system administrator manually determines one of the proposed sub-policies, according to the gap between actual and predicted values in the dataset update prediction of the service execution time. For example, if a dataset undergoes many updates on a regular basis, the update-aware policy is considered first. On the other hand, if the service execution time has nearly constant values and it is difficult to predict the changes of a dataset, the appropriate choice would be the maintenance-aware sub-policy. Considering both sets of information simultaneously, he or she can consider update/maintenance-sub-policy. He or she gives more weight values to a property that provides information more accurately, rather than the other.
C. GENERATION AND EXECUTION OF VIEW MAINTENANCE
Algorithm 1, 2, and 3 describe the methods that create a view and choose a maintenance policy, and generate maintenance processes at pre-processing time.
First, Algorithm 1 represents an overall method of generating and executing a maintenance task to refresh the view. VOLUME 7, 2019
Algorithm 1: Generation of the Maintenance Process
Input : a query q, the set of properties all , the selected maintenance policy ρ, the job scheduler H, the limit number of query evaluation nEval Output: the entire maintenance process As input parameters, the set of the properties all , a query model q, and the job scheduler H are accepted. Here, H indicates a soft real-time system-based scheduler. In Line 1, the V q is created. In line 2, the method finds an appropriate maintenance policy in accordance with q and all . In particular, for the query with SERVICE clause, the function of chooseMaintenancePolicy selects a maintenance policy (as shown in Algorithm 2). In lines 3-5, we generate a maintenance task and releases them as H. Here, a part of the whole group of maintenance processes is generated using the variable nEval, the rest of them are done subsequently at run time. In particular, maintenance jobs are made up via makeMPschedule (as shown in Algorithm 3), in line 4. Second, Algorithm 2 describes a method that chooses an appropriate maintenance policy to facilitate an efficient performance of maintenance processes. Here, we focus only on prerequisites for ρ pr . As the input parameter, all contains not only E , Q , and U , but also the other properties in order to decide the maintenance policy. In lines 2-3, the sets of threshold values and maintenance policies are given. In lines 4-6, the method checks prerequisites with the sets of both maintenance policies and threshold values. In particular, prerequisites 1-3 for whether ρ pr is applicable or not are identified. In lines 7-15, an appropriate maintenance policy is selected if its prerequisites are satisfied. In lines 7-8, ρ im is chosen if a degree resource utilization is exceeded. In line 10, ρ df is selected for utilizing idle resources. In lines 11-12, ρ pr is determined due to the fact that prerequisites 1-2 are satisfied and the degree of resource utilization is low. Otherwise, ρ im is chosen in lines 13-14. Last, Algorithm 3 describes a method that generates the schedule of the maintenance jobs based on ρ pr . The method takes the query model q, the view V q , the set of the selected properties sel , and the maintenance policy ρ pr as input parameters, and produces the maintenance process P i as an output parameter. In line 2, the system administrator manually chooses on the sub-policy among ρ PR U pt , ρ PR M at , and ρ PR C oord . Next, the determined sub-policy generates J R with different release time instants and inserts J R into the maintenance process P i , in lines 4-10, In lines 11-12, J W and J O are generated and also added to the P i . Finally, in line 13, the P i is produced.
D. COMPARISON AMONG MAINTENANCE TECHNIQUES
To show the competitiveness of ρ pr , we review the differences among the proposed and the existing maintenance policies. Let V q be a view corresponding to the example query q, and the proactive, immediate, deferred, and periodic maintenance policies are denoted as ρ pr , ρ im , ρ df , and ρ pd . Suppose that a situation satisfies the prerequisites 1, 2, and 3. With such a supposition, we compare ρ pr with them in terms of the latency and the freshness. Figure 3 illustrates comparisons among ρ pr , ρ im , and ρ df . In the figure, the top line depicts the maintenance jobs being released to the task scheduler and the bottom line depicts expected updates events which are from U . The up-arrow and down-arrow depict the start and finish time for each query evaluation, respectively. The diagonal-patterned box depicts J R , the diamond-patterned box depicts J W , and the white-box depicts J O , and the circle depicts the update event as denoted as u. Figure 3(b) shows that the maintenance processes based on ρ im and ρ df . The ρ im , which is as dotted box A, must release the J R after finishing the J W for every query evaluation. Then, ρ df (as dotted box B) does not often release J R if it does not need to refresh V R . However, if J R should be released at a specific query evaluation, the resulting latency has the same value as the value of ρ im . If frequent update events are predicted, the number of answers with high latency values increases during the entire query evaluation. On the contrary, Figure3(b) shows a maintenance process based on ρ pr . Unlike ρ im , we reverse the execution order of J W and J R , and assign J R corresponding to the first update event. In the best case, as depicted in the first, the maintenance process always achieves low latency with no pending evaluation. Even though a query evaluation starts late due to its pending status, the average latency over the entire evaluation may be intuitively lower than ρ im . Figure 4 illustrates the comparison between ρ pr and ρ pd . The notations in the figure are the same as in Figure 3 . The difference between these approaches is whether they consider the pattern or not in which the query evaluation is performed. In Figure4(b) , ρ pd releases both first and second jobs of J R depending on the expected update events. However, the latency increases due to the fact that J W must be executed after finishing the two maintenance jobs of J R . Besides, the result of the first job of J R is discarded and only the result of the second job is reflected to the view. On the other hand, as depicted in Figure4(a), ρ pr considers the latest update event related to the query evaluation and releases only one J R between these time points. Even if many update events occur before a query evaluation, we choose the latest one that can achieve higher freshness of the answer. That is, ρ pr constructs the job schedule for the maintenance task more efficiently, compared to ρ pd . Meanwhile, ρ pd can have a variety of properties such as the age of the cached data, and information about the expected updates. We will discuss various kinds of ρ pd using such properties in the experiment section.
V. EVALUATION
This section explains our experimental setups first and presents experimental results
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 1) EXPERIMENT ENVIRONMENT
We implemented a research prototype built on the top of the C-SPARQL engine. 6 We developed a maintenance manager to parse a query and divides it into a window and service operator. The maintenance manager was equipped with various methods for maintenance policies including the proposed policies. To allow access to datasets through a remote endpoint, we constructed a virtual setting of mutiple SPARQL service endpoints that are configured to be updated automatically over time using the Fuseki 2.0 7 server. Each endpoint basically responds to a SERVICE query given by the service operation within about 300 milliseconds.
2) BACKGROUND DATASET
There are public and dynamic datasets such as DBpediaLive. 8 Since their updates proceed very slowly, we need to search for an alternative to the datasets. During a six-day period, we gathered Parking datasets 9 from seven sources that are managed by governments or universities around the world. Each source manages a different number of garages from 1 to 14, has the data size of each garage from 1 kilobytes(kb) to about 600kb, and contains the number of records from 1 to 12,000. The dataset consists of observations (parking name, spaces, update time, response time) of 53 parking lots. We distinguished adequate datasets from them and chose five real-world parking lot datasets. In order to analyze consistently the changes of dataset updates, we classified them into four patterns: regular (or irregular) and steady (or burst) patterns. The former checks whether the updates occur in regular intervals or not. The latter checks whether many updates are generated over a time period or not. Table 1 shows the synthetic and real-world datasets that were used in our experiment. We additionally generated synthetic datasets (as SD-*) to express the regular and steady patterns. We analyzed both the real-world datasets (as RD-*) to distinguish their update patterns using the descriptive statistics, especially those that summarize features of the datasets through several measures such as the skewness of data distribution. Before applying each measure, we modeled the datasets with the inhomogeneous recurrent piecewise constant model on an hourly basis. We then measured the data density (max, median, and min) to determine the following: whether many updates occur or not at a specific hour, the degree of distribution (variation, standard deviation) how λ per-hour is distributed, and the degree of offset specific hour (skewness) for where the greatest number of updates per hour are. As the results of various measurements, the burst and irregular patterns appear in the real-world datasets. Finally, we converted the parking datasets into RDF statements using a schema of CityBench [17] due to their tuple-based data model.
3) BASELINE MAINTENANCE POLICIES
We used the following baseline methods. (1) Eager maintenance (EAGER) is based on a pure version of ρ im and (2) Query-driven lazy maintenance (QLazy) [13] is based on ρ df . The QLazy limits the execution of parts of J R to balance the latency against the accuracy. Their properties that were used were the same as the set of the properties like E . Here, we considered ρ pd -based several methods with change rates, estimated execution time, and age. (3) Change Rate (CR) indicates λ from U . Thus, J R is evenly released according to the corresponding λ. (4) Execution time (EE) indicates the estimated execution time of maintenance jobs from E . This method releases as many jobs as possible during a given interval. (5) Age (AGE) is used to capture how old the V R is from the last query evaluation. We use TTL policy that checks a new update and adds its age with time until it has detected it. The age is reset if the new update is detected. Lastly, our update/maintenancecoordinated, update-and maintenance-aware policies are sub-policies denoted as PR-Coord, PR-Upt, and PR-Mat, respectively.
4) USED QUERY AND JOB EXECUTION TIME
In the experiments, we used an instance of the example query. The used query contains a window operator with a tumbling window (ω = β), a slide value of 10 seconds, and a path join pattern between bgp1 and bgp2 -i.e., (?subj1:pred1 ?jp) (?jp:pred2 ?obj2). The number of the query evaluation of 400 is conducted for each experiment. We filtered about 10% of the evaluation results due to the warm-up time of the system. In order to prevent contamination of the results due to the fluctuating execution time of a maintenance job, we kept the execution time of J W , J R (excluding the service execution time), and J O constant during an entire query evaluation. We adjusted the job execution time to about 100 ms.
5) EVALUATION METRICS
In all the experiments, we used the number of pending states and the latency as major evaluation metrics. As an additional performance indicator, the average latency is obtained by dividing the sum of the latency during an overall query evaluation into the total number of a query evaluation.
To verify the freshness of the answer, we measured the total valid evaluation and the stale hits. The former is defined as the number of valid query evaluations that produce the result with the up-to-date view, and the latter is defined as the number of query evaluations with the stale view.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
1) MEASURING A LOW DEGREE OF RESOURCE UTILIZATION
We conducted the experiment to determine a low degree of resource utilization reasonably. About 100 evaluations for a single query were performed using ρ im , and the execution times of maintenance task for each query evaluation were measured. Figure 5 shows the degree of resources utilization according to time intervals between query evaluations and the service execution time when ρ im is given. The x-axis represents the time interval between evaluations, and the y-axis represents the resource utilization rate UT Q for an entire maintenance task. Each legend indicate the average of the service execution time like (h, BGP); each line indicates the estimates of theoretical UT Q from the equation of the prerequisite 2 and each bullet point indicates the measured value actually. Here, we deleted some parts where their degree of resource utilization was exceeded (e.g., UT Q > 1) and incurred a slowdown in the execution of the maintenance task. As the proportion of service execution time increases in the maintenance task, the UT Q decreases. The UT Q was decreased to 20.6% when the service execution time is 500 ms. With the error bound of ±5%, we estimated that the average value of UT Q ranges from 25.6% to 95%. In addition, we excluded some cases with a small value of a slide β (e.g., 2 seconds) from our experiments. From the estimated averages values, we comprehensively determined a threshold value to be 60%. Table 2 shows both the average latency and the number of pending states obtained from query evaluations against the whole datasets. In this experiment, we set the average execution time of SD-* to 300ms, the number of query evaluations to 450, and used the TTL max = 32ms, reset. Our method produced lower average latency than all other methods except for two. In the case of the real-world dataset, our method was ranked fairly high in general. Compared to QLazy, we improved the latency by 39ms on average and it ranged from 23ms to 77ms. This result is due to the fact that ρ pr performs the execution of J R after a query evaluation. The best performance was obtained by PR-Mat, which was tested in an environment that made a constant execution time of a maintenance task. Most importantly, QLazy produced the highest latency in SD-10s, because the change rate of updates and the interval between query evaluations were the same.
2) UNDERSTANDING VARIOUS UPDATE PATTERNS OF LINKED DATASET
In addition, we generated the SD-159s dataset that is similar to the RD-B but with zero values of skewness in order to understand the impact of the skewness. Using both datasets, we measured the average latency and the number of pending evaluations. Figure 6 show the average latency and the number of pending query evaluations (in pending states) for datasets with both burst and steady update patterns. The x-axis represents the dataset and the y-axis indicates the average latency(a)(b) in a logarithmic scale and the number of pending query evaluations(c)(d). In general, the dataset with a steady pattern yielded higher latency due to missing update events. The reason for this is that the prediction of the expected update was not accurate. In the case of EE, the latency was increased by 200ms on average. We excluded EE from our experiment on the number of pending query evaluations because the value was extremely high -i.e., 212. As mentioned earlier, EAGER and QLazy do not incur pending query evaluations.
3) VARYING THE FREQUENCY OF QUERY EVALUATIONS
We measured the average latency and the number of pending query evaluations with varying a slide value β from 10s to 60s. In the Figure 7 , both (a) and (b) illustrate the average latency of query evaluations. Both (c) and (d) show the number of pending query evaluations. The x-axis represents the used dataset and the y-axis describes the latency and the pending query evaluations. Our method produced 2.8ms(PR-Upt), 5.6ms(PR-Mat), 3.9ms(PR-Coord) on average and QLazy depicted 32.3ms. In the case of SD-159s, as the slide of the window increased, the average latency also increased. When the value of the window slide value was set to 30 s, the latency values of QLazy and EAGER were constant. In terms of the number of pending query evaluations, our approach performed query evaluations with almost no pend-VOLUME 7, 2019 ing states. From this experiment, we conclude that the updates affect the latency when the frequency of query evaluations has no effect on it.
4) INCREASING THE SERVICE EXECUTION TIME
In order to examine the effects of the service execution time on the latency, we performed experiments by varying the service execution time from 100ms to 10 seconds (β = 10). Figure 8 illustrates the average latency(a) and the number of pending query evaluations(b) according to the varying service execution time. All maintenance policies showed increased latency as the service execution time increased. Compared to other methods of ρ pr , the proposed method showed a minute increase in the delay between 2000ms and 10 seconds range. For example, our approach yielded 60ms to 200ms of increase in the delay in comparison with TTL and CR which showed 500ms of increased delay time. The reason for the improvement was that our approach considers evaluation semantics by window operations. Therefore, PR-MAT, PR-Coord, and PR-Upt avoided the pending states of evaluations. Consequently, our approach obtained lower latency than other policies.
5) VIEW MAINTENANCE OPTIMIZATION WITH PROACTIVE POLICY
Our update/maintenance-coordinated policy provides a flexible scheduling by adjusting the trade-off between the update events and maintenance tasks. Figure 9 shows the latency (a)(b) and the number of pending query evaluations(c) in accordance with the adjustment of weight values of PR-Coord. In the case of the RD-B dataset, there are no number of pending states in all of the adjusted versions of PR-Coord. Meanwhile, high latency value is obtained even though a large weight value was dedicated to the update events. This phenomenon results from that the query evaluation time is closely related to the expected update time.
In conclusion, if one does not know the update pattern precisely, we recommend not making the weight of the update event high.
6) OVERHEAD OF VIEW MAINTENANCE
To check how many valid query evaluations with the fresh view have been done, we counted the stale hits until our methods and the baseline methods reached 900-th valid evaluations. The datasets used here are the same as the ones used in previous experiments. Table 3 shows the number of stale hits during query evaluations. Most of the query engines performed valid evaluations with the fresh view during about 2 hours. However, PR-Coord produced 578 wrong answers, since the replication tasks produced by PR-Coord did not capture the update events at the right time. Although this experiment does not satisfy the traditional evaluation metrics, it is worth showing that PR-Upt and PR-Mat produce high accuracy in terms of the query answers. The results from this experiment imply that the weight values for the PR-Coord that were adjusted manually by the system administrator may deteriorate the performance. Consequently, a method of scheduling maintenance jobs is required at run-time.
VI. RELATED WORK
Traditional reasoning [18] was limited to deriving new knowledge from static knowledge. In contrast, stream reasoning [19] aims to achieve better decision-making process beyond conventional approaches on data fusion [20] . We first talk about RSP as a fundamental research area of stream reasoning. Then, we present through studies on techniques of view maintenance.
A. RDF STREAM PROCESSING
Many RSP engines have been suggested in the recent years. C-SPARQL [21] divides a query into two parts that are composed of an RDF stream and static linked datasets. The system then evaluates it by appending the streams to views including the datasets. CQELS [6] constructs a query plan of integrating both an RDF stream and linked data. The query plan is adapted according to the change of the stream over time. ETALIS [8] , which supports prolog-based EP-SPARQL language, performs a complex event processing. Their languages support various temporal events of describing the constraint among time information.
In the one hand, SPARQL STREAM [7] allow the ontologybased data access(OBDA). INSTANS [22] with an RDF stream without the extension of SPARQL. They support an inquiry to the stream as well as the data manipulation like the data insertion, using features of SPARQL 1.1 such as INSERT operation, and so on. SparkWave [23] performs a graph pattern matching to data streams by leveraging schema information associated to them. Recently, W3C RSP community group suggested a unified processing model and query language as RSP-QL [24] . Their effort is to solve a heterogeneity of operational semantics of RSP systems. For instance, such systems can produce different answers even if the same query is executed against same data streams.
However, these systems do not provide any optimization methods for their query with a SERVICE clause despite the support of the federated extension of their query. Many requests on remote services occur during entire query evaluation. Therefore, the endpoints are overloaded due to the frequent requests. Consequently, the systems provide slow response time at every query evaluation.
B. VIEW MAINTENANCE
The most similar work to ours can be found in the studies of [13] , [14] , [25] that are based on deferred maintenance but balance between the latency and accuracy. Their methods limit the number of accessing remote linked data and improve the latency at a specific query evaluation. Specifically, the method of [14] , which is extended from [13] , determines whether J R is executed or not by considering M:N relations among SERVICE and STREAM clauses. They support both policies: selectivity-based and impact-based maintenance. The former is to maximize the fresh set of mappings produced by joins and the latter is to keep a view up-to-date with change intervals of updates and window parameters. However, their approach to generating a maintenance task places emphasis on a task schedule subsequent to a query evaluation. They struggle with scheduling a maintenance task on the limited resources of the task schedule when a tight constraint on the latency is imposed. Therefore, we convince that the proposed policy reduces latency lower than their approaches when a query with SERVICE and WINDOW clauses is given.
Traditional data warehouses have performed maintenance tasks during downtimes rather than query times to store terabyte-sized data into complex multi-layered views. Lazy maintenance [11] alleviates a workload resulting from job updating associated tables in the traditional database. In addition, the authors of [26] deal with a graph-based data model and adopt a lazy evaluation for joining between triple patterns. A portion of their join operations are deferred to reduce the computational overhead even though there can be a decrease in the accuracy. On the other hand, some researchers who have focused on DSMS, proposed various maintenance policies [27] to select and query new arrival data in real time. To meet complex business requirements in near-real-time, new type systems such as streaming data warehouse that manages data stream and linked data, have emerged. These systems support the immediate or deferred policies (jobs for updating a table are executed whenever new data arrive). The study of [28] prioritizes such update jobs because many update jobs are pushed simultaneously due to the immediate maintenance. However, they mainly focus on improving the performance of ETL without the limit of invocation on remote services. Therefore, they have difficulty in balancing the latency and accuracy when a large-scale fusion query of integrating both streaming data and multiple linked datasets is given.
Hence, some studies use periodic maintenance [29] - [31] to access constantly remote linked data with the administrative autonomy of source that operates independently and autonomously. Their method utilizes the periodic maintenance with the various freshness models and constraints [32] , rather than remote data access in query time [33] due to a slow response. In the area of the traditional Web database, they materialize the expected contents in advance, to enable quick interactions with users. Recently, in the Semantic Web community, researchers have widely investigated several data features derived from dataset updates. For instance, there are dynamics [30] and a result-based coherence [29] . Also, they have considered widely-used metrics such as age, PageRank, and so on. However, their underlying assumption is that dataset updates proceed slowly and a query is evaluated intermittently. Therefore, high latency, transient overhead, and low quality of the answer are caused by frequently executing the expensive maintenance jobs. Consequently, the periodic maintenance is not suitable to update a join view on data stream and remote linked data.
Our previous study [34] is a sketched version of this paper. This paper presented complete technique about a proactive maintenance policy. We also established important prerequisite to determine the policy while using no conditions in the earlier version. Last, this paper made significant results through the exhaustive comparisons among the proposed and existing policies.
VII. FURTHER DISCUSSION
A. GENERALITY OF THE PREREQUISITES
The three prerequisites determine a situation whether the proactive maintenance policy is adopted or not. The policy does not always gain the benefit of the performance regarding all kinds of queries. Most systems choose an appropriate maintenance policy in order to fulfill the purpose of their application by considering both strengths and weaknesses of the existing policies. Therefore, the prerequisites 1, 2, and 3 imply a particular mode that reduces the latency significantly using the proactive policy.
The first prerequisite is a general case in large-scale systems. Very often, their data stream and remote dataset sources are in the independent relationship from each other. The query author implicitly agrees on the independent relationship among them and writes a query over them. Next, the third prerequisite can be satisfied frequently when applications run in a rich computing environment like Cloud [35] . Moreover, the query author tends to specify a wide interval between evaluations so that the evaluation is finished early before the next evaluation for the safest execution. Consequently, many number of idle times between evaluations occur. Third, the second prerequisite depends on the patterns of a query and the QoS (Quality-of-Service) of the remote endpoint. This prerequisite has a difficulty in being satisfied when the response time of the query service that binds the intermediate results extracted by JS is reduced significantly. On the other hand, this prerequisite can be satisfied easily in the case where the endpoint provides a constant service execution time regardless of the binding of intermediate results.
B. DIVERSITY OF QUERY PATTERNS
We consider the path join pattern between SERVICE and WINDOW clauses, as mentioned earlier. As mentioned earlier, the decision of the second prerequisite results from various join patterns among WINDOW and SERVICE clauses like a star join [36] . The proposed maintenance policies is for the path join pattern only. As a future work, we will study about the advanced proactive policy for various patterns of queries, with the future direction as follows.
We believe that our approach to releasing a part of maintenance jobs during the idle times ahead of evaluation can be applicable to complex query with interlacing patterns among J W , J R , and J O . In the case of a query including multiple remote services, our method allocates maintenance jobs with the R type as many as possible to the period of idle time. The execution order of the maintenance jobs should be scheduled to guarantee low latency and high accuracy while maximizing the resource utilization. Thus, there are many issues for effective scheduling of the view maintenance with the computing resources available ahead of evaluation.
C. NECESSITY OF REAL-TIME SCHEDULING
The proactive policy only supports scheduling of maintenance jobs at pre-processing time. Even if we support a human-intervened sub-policy to bridge the gap between predicted and actual information, the performance of the sub-policy like PR-Coord was not as good as discussed in the experiment. Notably, most ETL-based systems adopt an EDF(Earliest-Deadline-First)-based job scheduling that arranges the execution order of maintenance jobs according to their deadline. However, they focus on scheduling the maintenance jobs from periodically incoming maintenance jobs without limiting the access to remote dataset. Therefore, they struggle with scheduling many maintenance jobs for ETL within a tight latency constraint. On the other hand, our policies can re-schedule the maintenance process at idle time.
D. ADVANCED TECHNIQUES FOR SELECTING VIEWS
Although the management of the materialized view is well studied, we used simple techniques in the creation and selection of views. In fact, it is canonical to clear a view for each evaluation and create the view corresponding to a new query. Today, modern production databases which perform query answering using views, reuse a part of materialized data efficiently and create the multi-layered of complex structure of views. If sophisticated techniques of maintaining the views are supported in our system, the proactive maintenance policy needs to be revised for the jobs of different granularity. With the support of advanced techniques, the maintenance jobs are fine-grained so that they reuse the materialized data and refresh a small portion of the data in views. Therefore, the advanced techniques help the proactive maintenance policy improve the performance of both latency and the system overhead.
E. ACCURACY VERSUS FRESHNESS
From the last experiment, the view that is maintained by the proactive maintenance policy is often outdated. Due to J R being released at the expected update event, the accuracy can be more sacrificed when a wide distribution of the service execution time or the irregular pattern of remote source updates exist. In order to remedy the sacrificed accuracy, there must be a need of a cost metric that balances the accuracy, the latency, and the resource utilization effectively.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
To summarize, we have proposed a proactive maintenance policy for a rapid fusion of streaming data and linked datasets. The proposed maintenance policy releases update jobs at the latest update event prior to a query evaluation. Above of all, we have studied the order of maintenance tasks according to NEST and SYMM as the join strategies. Second, we have proposed the prerequisites that determine a particular mode of realizing the rapid fusion using the proactive policy. Third, we have presented sub-polices that reassign the maintenance job with a new release time derived by calculating the gap between the actual and the predicted information at run-time. Finally, we have proved that the proposed maintenance policy has a better performance in terms of latency compared to the existing maintenance policies.
As for future work, we plan to support a real-time scheduling and advanced methods for various query patterns like nested loop join. First, we will deal with a complex query that has not only M:N relations among SERVICE and WINDOW clauses but also various relational algebra expressions such as UNION, SUM, and AVG. Second, the future version of the proactive maintenance policy is to re-schedule the maintenance jobs in real-time to cope with certain situations -i.e., when the maintenance job is finished earlier than expected. Third, we plan to do the research on the accuracy and the freshness. As the research progresses, we plan to design a sophisticated cost metric that balances among the resource utilization, the accuracy, and the latency. Last, we will investigate on concurrent queries in order to implement a large-scale intelligent stream-based system.
